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site ever Main menu Post navigation The Carefree Kid This is about my childhood (and earlier) friend
who never stopped giving me fables, tales, and parables and educating me about life (and probably
still does). I never thought of him as a “boy”. He was never a boy. He was always this very intelligent
and mature guy, at least in my view. He was also very fun-loving and a real party-goer. He never
changed at all. When I was about 10 or 11, I asked him about the word “adulthood”. Here is his very
insightful and insightful answer: “Adulthood is something that happens when you stop giving a crap.”
——– When I first heard this, I thought it was really true. I thought a lot of people used to say this.
However, during the last 6 years, I have been to many different places, met many different people
and encountered many different situations. I have observed and experienced the effects of what you
called “adulthood”. It turns out that for many people, this is not true. Adulthood is really what you do
after you stop giving a crap. It is what you do once you stop being an “excuse-maker”. It is
something that you once settled for. As much as I thought that adulthood is something that happens
when you stop giving a crap, I realized, I was wrong. For many people, adulthood is simply not about
giving up everything but about giving up caring. It is about giving up caring about what people think
about you. It is about giving up caring about money, and free time. It is about giving up being too
afraid of failure. It is about giving up caring about what you cannot do. It is about giving up caring
about what is unrealistic and what is beyond your grasp. In a sense, it is about giving up caring about
what you are not good at. In other words, it is 6d1f23a050
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